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From the Executive Director: Resist, Resist Resist!
By Karuna Jaggar, Executive Director
Since our founding, Breast Cancer Action has been a small organization
with an outsized impact. We do this by always asking ourselves: how can
we use our organizational skills and resources most effectively in
demanding health justice for women affected by breast cancer, and
supporting a broader progressive movement for social justice?
This question looms larger than ever after the 2016 election radically
altered our national political landscape. There’s so much at stake right now when it comes to
healthcare access, cancer research, and public health protections like toxic chemical regulations.
So what’s ahead in our work for health justice in this new political climate?
The current administration is seeking to repeal and/or weaken the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which
is an imperfect but critical piece of legislation that helped millions of people, including women with
breast cancer, access healthcare. We are working not only to defend the gains made under the ACA
but also to improve health coverage and have put forward a vision for universal healthcare. In this
issue, you’ll read about the defeat of legislation that would have repealed the Affordable Care Act
and stripped healthcare from 24 million people. And don’t miss member Wendi Dennis’ story about
needing access to healthcare as a breast cancer patient.
We have a unique (and unfortunately rare) role as a patient advocacy group that doesn’t take
pharma funding, so we’ll be doing more to help bring down the unconscionably high cost of cancer
drugs, while continuing to demand drugs are safe and effective before the Food & Drug
Administration approves them. Stay tuned for an action alert about opposing Trump’s nominee to
head the FDA, Scott Gottlieb, who would be the most interest-conflicted commissioner in American
history.
On the flip side, some of our work in the coming months and years will be more defensive than
usual. For example, the past few years we’ve been pushing the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to do more to protect us from toxic chemicals linked
to breast cancer; now we’ll also be working to ensure we don’t lose basic protections already in
place, especially since the new EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt, is notoriously hostile to the agency’s
core mission of protecting human health and the environment.
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We are in this for the long haul. We know we can’t end the breast cancer epidemic without
demanding fundamental changes in our profit-driven society. And we refuse to start thinking small
now. We may “lose” more in the short term, but we always have our eye on building momentum for
needed systemic changes. Last month, we asked you to oppose the nominations of Scott Pruitt and
Tom Price to President Trump’s cabinet, and you did, along with thousands of people across the
country. Even though the Senate confirmed them both, our resistance was far from fruitless. Our
ongoing resistance builds our collective power to demand quality healthcare and protection from
toxic chemicals, and to put this administration on notice that we will not stand silently by as they
harm women’s health.
There are some things that won’t ever change about our work. We will always be a fiercely
independent voice for women’s health. We will always refuse corporate funding from any company
that profits from or contributes to the breast cancer epidemic. We will always get to the roots of the
breast cancer epidemic and demand true system changes that will benefit all our health.
We need your support now more than ever. As we face the difficult year(s) ahead, now’s the time to
step up your support to Breast Cancer Action and join our circle of monthly donors. Your monthly
donation to Breast Cancer Action is an investment in social change, and an important form of
grassroots activism.
Thank you for standing up and resisting threats to our health.

Disastrous “Healthcare” Bill Went Down in Flames,
Thanks to You
Disastrous legislation that would have stripped healthcare
from millions of people went down in flames, thanks to you
and hundreds of thousands of people across the country who
stood up to defend our healthcare.
Together we resisted and said “hell no” to taking away
healthcare from millions of people who are already the most
vulnerable: poor people, people of color, women, people with
chronic health problems, and older people—all to give huge
tax breaks to the wealthiest people in the country.
We are deeply relieved. And we are profoundly grateful for all the ways you joined us in standing up
for the healthcare needs of everyone in the U.S. Access to affordable healthcare is life or death for
women at risk of and living with breast cancer.
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Make no mistake, there are very real problems in our healthcare system, even after the gains of the
Affordable Care Act. 28 million people still do not have health coverage, and healthcare costs are
still dangerously high. But this “healthcare” plan was not the answer to any of these problems, and
we are relieved to see its demise. What we truly need is a healthcare system that guarantees
affordable, high-quality healthcare to everyone.
Notably absent from the public fight to save healthcare for millions of women were many of the
major breast cancer organizations who raise hundreds of millions of dollars each year in the name of
women with breast cancer. This is shameful. That’s why our small and mighty team needs your help
more than ever. Can you help fund the ongoing fight for health justice for all women at risk of and
living with breast cancer by signing up for a monthly donation today? Your support makes it possible
for us to take on critical issues like this. http://www.bcaction.org/monthlydonor.
Thank you so much for standing up for healthcare for all.
P.S. If you haven’t already, be sure to read blogger Wendi Dennis’ story about how the Affordable
Care Act helped her access healthcare, and why we need universal healthcare. You can read it on
our blog at http://www.bcaction.org/blog.

Demand Equal Access to Lymphedema Treatment
By Leslie Riddle, Program Officer
Our friends at the Lymphedema Advocacy Group recently lobbied
Congress in Washington, D.C. for better coverage of lymphedema
treatment. Even though the attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act
failed, we still need to fix a critical gap in insurance coverage for
lymphedema treatment. Ask your members of Congress to cosponsor
the Lymphedema Treatment Act at http://www.bcaction.org/takeaction.
When lymph nodes are removed or damaged during breast cancer treatment, it can result in painful
and debilitating swelling. This condition is known as lymphedema and experts estimate that from
20% to 30% of women will experience some level of lymphedema after breast cancer surgery or
radiation.
Currently, Medicare and many private insurance policies fail to cover the costs of the daily
compression supplies people with lymphedema need to control their swelling. People who can’t
afford these supplies are left with worsening lymphedema, which can lead to infections and even
long-term disability.
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The Lymphedema Treatment Act would end this injustice by changing Medicare law to cover
compression supplies—setting an important precedent for Medicaid and other insurers to do the
same.
Right now is a key time to ask your legislators to cosponsor the Lymphedema Treatment Act. Last
Congress, the bill had 290 bipartisan cosponsors and you can help regain that support and get the
bill passed this year.
All women deserve access to comprehensive lymphedema treatment. Make sure your legislators
know you care about access to lymphedema treatment and you want them to fight for it.

Rare Blood Cancer Linked to Breast Implants
By Karuna Jaggar, Executive Director
In 2011, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) identified a possible association between breast
implants and the development of anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), a rare type of nonHodgkin’s T-cell lymphoma. Last week, the FDA published a new statement about this association,
reporting that out of 359 reported cases of ALCL following breast implants, nine women have died.
New research over the past six years (since the FDA first acknowledged a “possible link”) has
prompted the FDA to report an established association, saying that “women with breast implants
have a very low but increased risk of developing ALCL compared to women who do not have breast
implants.”
The FDA’s updated statement last week brings the agency’s position into alignment with the World
Health Organization (WHO) which has acknowledged the association between ALCL and breast
implants since 2016. Although rare, cases of ALCL associated with breast implants, like other serious
complications from medical devices, are under-reported to the FDA. There is not currently enough
data to conclude how common breast implant associated ALCL is in the U.S.
Most of the time, treatment of ALCL involves removing the implant, but can also include
chemotherapy and radiation if there is lymph node involvement or broader spread of the disease in
someone’s body.
Breast implants can be used in reconstruction after breast cancer and, more frequently, for breast
enlargement as an elective cosmetic procedure. The New York Times reports that of the 400,000
women in the U.S. who received implants in 2016, 109,000 were for reconstruction after breast
cancer.
Onset of this rare type of lymphoma can develop many years after the implant. The WHO reports
that the median interval from the time of the implant to the development of lymphoma is 10 years.
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Although cases of ALCL have been associated with both smooth and textured breast implants, the
vast majority (nearly 90%) of the reported cases where the texture of the implant is known occurred
with textured implants. Textured implants have been used since 1990 to prevent rotation for newer
“anatomically shaped” implants and also to help prevent capsular contracture, which is a
complication from surgery where scar tissue around the implant becomes hard and painful.
My commitment to ensuring that women have access to unbiased, comprehensive, and evidencebased information as they make decisions about breast care is what brought me to Breast Cancer
Action. Too often, women are given medical information only in very broad strokes when they are
diagnosed with breast cancer, and many come to find after making treatment decision that they
weren’t informed about all of the potential side effects. Every patient deserves the time and
information to understand the full range of their options and make the decision that is right for
them, which may be different from someone else’s decision in the exact same circumstances.
Many women who elect to undergo breast reconstruction later report receiving less than complete
information about breast implants in their medical consultations about the procedure. For example,
many women who experience complications later say they are surprised to learn that between a
quarter to a third of implants require a second unplanned surgery—with some studies reporting
complications for nearly half of implant surgeries. They also often learn from other women, rather
than their healthcare team beforehand, that there can be pain, burning, and itching sensations. They
are told that the implant will “look and feel” normal, not that their chest will be numb after a
mastectomy or that the implant will always feel cold. They are told that implants are safe, but not
about a rare blood caner or other serious health risks associated with implants.
Every medical procedure comes with risks and benefits and breast implants are no different.
However, too often surgeons gloss over the rare risks and serious harms of implants. I’ve heard
surgeons at countless breast cancer conferences bemoan the low rates of reconstruction, particularly
for women of color, and wonder how to encourage more women to opt for reconstruction, without
acknowledging the risks and harms associated with the procedure.
Rather than simply reassuring women that breast implants are safe and have good cosmetic
outcomes, surgeons should support informed decision- making by discussing the full range of side
effects with their patients, including the rare risk of anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), which
have been associated with implants. Women are fully capable of assessing risks and benefits and
making the treatment decisions that are right for them.
The twenty-year history of concerns about breast implants is a cautionary tale at a time when the
Trump administration considers vast budget cuts to the FDA and has nominated an FDA
Commissioner who is decidedly pro-industry and may weaken safety standards. We cannot afford to
let rare side effects go unreported and understudied—and leave women uninformed.
Every woman deserves to make her own informed decision, weighing the risks and benefits based
on her values and priorities. The burden is on our public health systems, regulatory agencies, and
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health providers to support each woman in truly informed, evidence-based, individual decisionmaking.

Why We Oppose Scott Gottlieb to Head the FDA
President Trump has nominated Scott Gottlieb as the next
Commissioner of the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA).
We strongly oppose Gottlieb’s nomination and sent the letter
below to The Honorable Lamar Alexander, Chairman of the
Committee on Health, Education, Labor & Pensions.

Dear Mr. Chairman,
Breast Cancer Action is strongly opposed to the nomination of Scott Gottlieb as the next
Commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Our opposition stems from
concerns regarding Dr. Gottlieb’s strong industry ties and resulting conflict of interest, as well as his
views on loosening FDA regulations that threaten to undermine patient protection.
Breast Cancer Action (BCAction) is a national education and activist organization working to achieve
health justice for all women at risk of and living with breast cancer. Since our founding 27 years ago,
we work to ensure that women have access to evidence-based information about breast cancer, free
of industry influence. BCAction has over 60,000 members across the U.S.
We have deep concerns about Dr. Gottlieb’s strong ties to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industries. He serves as a consultant or advisor to companies such as Gradalis, Glytec, Tolero
Pharmaceuticals, GlaxoSmithKline, and Vertex Pharmaceuticals. According to ProPublica, he
received more than $400,000 in payments from pharmaceutical companies between 2013 and 2015,
and Harvard University’s Dr. Daniel Carpenter, who wrote a history of the FDA, stated that if
confirmed, Gottlieb would be “the most interest-conflicted commissioner in American history.” We
cannot trust someone so deeply connected to industry to be able to put patient interests first and
foremost. In addition, his industry ties resulted in his recusal from many key decisions during his
previous tenures with the FDA, which gives us great concern were he to serve as FDA
Commissioner.
We are specifically concerned that Dr. Gottlieb has been a long-time advocate for loosening
approval requirements for new medical products; speeding the process for approving complex
generics; and increasing flexibility in the clinical trial process. The FDA already approves new drugs
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faster than any other developed country. And the agency is currently on the path to even speedier
drug approvals; the recently passed 21st Century Cures legislation is a prime example. We are
gravely concerned that Dr. Gottlieb’s appointment will focus on accelerating this process at the
expense of safety and efficacy standards. Rather than benefitting patients, there is a very real risk
that shortchanging the approval process may result in a greater risk of side effects or, worse, lethality
with no guarantee of efficacy.
We are additionally opposed to Dr. Gottlieb’s nomination given his criticism of government
restrictions on how companies could market drugs for off-label uses. We need an FDA
Commissioner who will uphold the agency’s role of ensuring that clinical decision-making is
informed by strong clinical evidence on a drug’s intended use.
Patients and consumers depend on the FDA to protect the public’s health and safety. We believe
that an FDA Commissioner with such strong industry ties and a history of criticizing regulation is not
the right candidate. On behalf of all women at risk of and living with breast cancer, we urge you to
reject Dr. Scott Gottlieb’s nomination.
Sincerely,
Karuna Jaggar
Executive Director, Breast Cancer Action

Special Thanks
We could not do this work without the support of so
many members and volunteers.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you to Jeremy and Erika Carlson for going
above and beyond to ensure our new brochure
conveys who we are and what we do!
Thank you to Dr. Shelley Hwang for sharing her
time and expertise on our webinar, “Is the ‘C’ in
DCIS Really Cancer?”
Thank you to current and former Board members Abigail Arons and Lori Baralt for offering
their insights on our webinar, “Grassroots Fundraising With Integrity.”
Thank you to Brieann DeOrnellas for your weekly volunteer support.
Thank you to Amy Tom for all your help with mailings in the office.
Thank you to Virginia Price for hosting a wonderful benefit for Breast Cancer Action in your
beautiful home.
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Thank you to Alan Kleinschmidt and the SF Choral Society for the generous offering of
tickets to their phenomenal performances for our staff, board and volunteers.
Thank you to Carol Fong for your invaluable help in the office.
Thank you to Kristen Taylor whose assistance in the office, and before, during & after our
events helps keep everything running smoothly.
Thank you to Margaux Kara Joson for her steady, ongoing assistance to our development
team.
Thank you to Anais Walsdorf for photographing our annual Acting Out for the Health of It
event at Brava Theatre this year.
Thank you to Ingrid Shoemaker who helped out before and during our annual Acting Out
event.
Thank you to Janna Bey who showed up from start to finish when we were in a real pinch to
get a time sensitive mailing out.

Thank you so much to everyone who helped make our 5th annual Acting Out – For the Health of It
variety show such a success!
Performers
• Tania Katan, emcee
• Alexandra Fraser
• Nazelah Jamison
• Jo Kreiter and Vitali Kononov
• Thao Nguyen
• Yamini Kesevan Ranchod
• Rusty Stringfield
• “Misisipi” Mike Wolf
Event
•
•
•
•

Sponsors
Kazan McClain Partners’ Foundation
Mechanics Bank
Pratap and Chitra Pal
Susan Wood

Event Committee
• Abigail Arons
• Julie Morgan
In Kind Donors
• Adventure Cat Sailing Charters
Household
• American Kitchen
• Back to the Roots

•
•
•
•

Bamboo Spa
BeautyCounter
Bistro Burger
Bonehead’s
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Buena Lane Photography
Dandelion Chocolate
Delfina Restaurant Group
El Charro
Giggling Lotus
Coffee Shop
Hattie Dague Bodywork
Heather Haxo Phillips Household
Hi-Lo
The Hideout Kitchen & Café
Kiss My Ring
La Palma Mexicatessan
La Piaza Pizzaria
Lily Spruce
Noe Valley Bakery
Nourish
Nuri’s Kitchen
Catherine and Jonathan Ogle
Olive This Olive That
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phoenix Salon and Day Spa
Pier 39
Planet Granite
Pressed Juicery Household
Virgnia Leung Price
ReLove
Ritual Coffee Roasters
San Francisco Symphony
Sanvitalie
Shotgun Players
Swad Indian Cuisine
The New Parkway Movie Theater
Tingzin Ellis Pilates
Vanessa Verlee Household
Waterbar
Yoga Tree
Alamo Draft House
Orange Kettlebell Club
Ryan Rockland
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Donations in Honor and Memory
Every day, Breast Cancer Action receives gifts honoring those who are living with or affected by
breast cancer. We also receive contributions to honor the passionate advocates, volunteers, medical
professionals and leaders of the breast cancer movement.
Many donations also memorialize those who have died of this disease. Each gift made in honor and
memory will be used wisely by Breast Cancer Action to end the breast cancer epidemic.
Donations Made in Honor
BCAction gratefully acknowledges donations made in honor of the following individuals between
November 15, 2016 – March 30, 2017.
Abigail Arons
from Elissa Arons
from Joy Riskin
from Wendy and Jim Mnookin
Abigail Arons and Matthew Bennett
from Lily Dorment
from Joanna Pozen
from Melissa Robin and Michael Caplan

Audrey Dunaway
from Teddy and Franklyn Harrison
Babs Attard
from Ms. Barbara Attard

Alison Braverman
from Vicki Green and Robert Curry

Barbara Brenner
from Shelley Alpern and Marjorie Kelly
from Cathy R. Fischer
from Cari Napoles
from Ellen Seeherman and Stuart Sloame
from Allison Wolpoff

Alison Jaggar
from Sumita Jaggar and Tim Dubbs

Barbara Carberry
from Susan Pelletier

All of those who have suffered
from Ron and Sydney Crawford

BAYS
from Emily Kaplan

All Oncology Nurses
from Dianne Romanos

BCAction board and staff
from Marie Bautista

Ariadne Pascual
from Maria Rogers-Pascual

BCAction Staff
from Joyce Bichler and Dr. Michael Kimbarow
from Karuna Jaggar and Dave Otten
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Belle Shayer
from Reva and John Segall
Belle Shayer
from Liane Shayer
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Debra Chasnoff
from Joan Lefkowitz, Stacey Shuster and
Joshua Shuster-Lefkow
Devona Friesen
from Jeremy Friesen

Beth Dyer, Jan Williams, Stacey Jones and
Sumita Jaggar
from Kathleen Corcoran

Diane Callum
from Lauren Schiller

Betty Elayne Koff
from Karin Koff

Dorothy Geoghegan
from Joseph S. Conway

Betty Emerson
from Lauren Westreich

Dr. Hope Rugo
from Ms. Ellen Kugler

Billie Loulan
from Denise Notzon

Elana Silver
from Annette Silver

Bosom Buddies, Lincoln Hills, CA
from Mary and Douglas Brown

Elba Vega Gomez
from Juanita Vega DeJoseph

Bozena Lipiec
from Eva Lipiec

Eleanor Rush
from Harriet Charney and Lawrence Sirott

Carol Copsey
from Helen Fitzsimmons and Laura Mamo

Elizabeth Grissom
from Henrico Professional Firefighters
Association

Catherine Silverman
from Lisa Decker
Cindy Beck
from Jennie Skancke
Deborah Mendelsohn
from Carole L. Mendelsohn

Elizabeth Seja Min
from Judith Patrick
Ellen Schwerin
from Lee Sider
Gabi Weida
from Jess Weida
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Gaye Doner Tudanger
from Joy Doner-Mazzeo

JoAnna Granovetter
from David Granovetter

Gayle Goldman
from Jessica and Benjamin Rosenberg

Jocie Sobieraj
from Jocie, Jerome and Jan Sobieraj

Gin Price
from Steve and Roxy Klein

Joy Simha
from Bella August

Hilde Meislin
from Barbara Meislin and Stuart Kaplan

Joyce Bichler
from Vickie Dandridge
from Denise and Todd Helfstein
from Arlene and Robert Stams

Holly Hefele
from Judith Giardina
Jackie Hinckley
from Jeanette Millard
Jeanne Brown and Mia Schillace-Nelson
from Angela and Sam Schillace
Jeannine Collins
from Barbara Thomason and Anna Crawford
Jeannine McConnell
from Dr. Amii Steele
Jill Elkin
from Erika and Jeremy Carlson
Jo Anna Granovetter
from David Granovetter

Joyce Bichler and the staff of BCA
from Marci Greenstein
Joyce Hayes
from David and Alison Jaggar
Judith Wadsworth
from Deborah Marx
Judy Fjell
from Lenore Dale Ralston
Judy Sweet
from Adrienne Kernan
Julie Fox
from Judy and Ralph Cohen

JoAnn Loulan
Ms. Jo Ann Ogden and Janet Luce
from Linda Scaparotti

Julie Morgan
from Caitlin Carmody
from Misao Kanda
from Melissa Mirabile

JoAnn Loulan ICE
from Susie Richardson

Karen Klein
from Wilma Bass
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from Martha Ham
from Michelle Mercer and Bruce Golden
from Doug Paxton
from Danielle Silver
Karen Klein and Ben Golvin
from Eve Meyer
Karuna Jaggar
from Maryann Hickelton
from Adrienne Torf
from Blue Walcer
Kate Raphael
from Deni Asnis
Katie Allen
from Margaret Rossoff
Kelly Davis
from Carole Pertofsky
Kelly Karandjeff
from Ernest Karandjeff
Kitty Piercy
from Dr. Shoshana Kerewsky
Kristina Adams
from Sarah and Patrick Croushler
Kyra Subbotin
from Laura J Enriquez
Lilo Gostel
from Vivian Holley and Bryan Baker
Lori Baralt
from Beth Cory
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Lori Baran
from Ruth Freedman
Lorri Hoover
from James Butler and Dorothy Hall
Lucy Sherak
from Gladys Sherak
Lynne Carmichael
from Kyra Subbotin and Henry Siegel
Madeline Kanner
from Dr. Margaret Rose Draeger
from Margaret Holde
from Rosalie Hewins
Margot Friedman
from Ms. Amy Cotton
Mary Elizabeth Johnson
from Dennis Fong
Me!
from Laura Smith
Melissa Peacock
from Devon Webster
Mom, Beth, Rachel, Hope, Stephanie, Stacey,
and more
from Dena Taylor
My Brilliant Coworkers
from Zoe Christopher
My dear wife Pearl
from Robert Weiss
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My Mom
from Lisa Bedard

Ruth Borenstein
from Karen Strauss

My sister, Marybeth Gallagher
from Barbara Maher

Salom Williams
from Trey Williams

Nancy Grail
from Carolyn Nelka

Sarah Douglas
from Karen Steinbach

Nancy Klein
from Kendra Klein

Sister, Sue
from Ms. Mary Enright-Olson

Ngina Lythcott
from Eileen Counihan

Sue Sawtelle
from Ms. Jennell Parr

Pamela Altmeyer Alvey
from Terri Morris Downs

Susan Tygel
from Ellen Sue Spicer-Jacobson

Pat Lent / Jodi Lent
from Martha Crusius and Tom Lent

Susana
from Joanna Uribe and Manuel Mena

Patty Doyle and Barb Doyle
from Sandra Schultz

Susie Lampert
from Karen Getman
from Michael Rice

Paula Gordon
from Diane Neary
Peg and Karen
from Arthur Stevenson
from Rev Janice Fairchild
from David Fairchild
Roberta Bonwit
from Joan Finnigan and Mark Matteucci
Rochelle Wunsch
from Barbara Wunsch

Tania Katan
from Jennifer Duncan
The all powerful ME. I will never again choose
an asskicker lesson like that again. Love to
THE amazing BCA
from Deborah Servetnick
The Athey Grandchildren
from Coral J. Fry
The Oncology Support Program
from Barbara Sarah
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Tina Barnes
from Betsy Aubrey and Steve Lichtenberg
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Anonymous
from Melissa Robin and Michael Caplan

Yamini Kesavan
from Sanjay Ranchod
Donations Made in Memory
BCAction gratefully acknowledges donations made in honor of the following individuals between
November 15, 2016 – March 30, 2017.
Adele Dener
from Eve Borenstein and Candace Falk

Asmita Saoji
from Mayuresh Saoji

Alison McCreery
from Laurie Pomeranz

Babs Attard
from Ms. Barbara Attard

Alma Warner (Grandmother)
from Kathryn Davis

Barbara Brenner
from Molly, David and Kathleen Brannigan
from Ronnie Caplane
from Margaret Clarke and Matt Nichols
from Abby Cohen
from Nancy Davis and Donna Hitchens
from Elaine Elinson and Rene Ciriacruz
from Jeffrey Goldberg
from Linda Hunt
from Uma and Amy Kahn
from Susan Kleinstein
from Joan MacQuarrie and Ellen Slack
from Sara Markel and Lloyd Altman
from Deborah Marx
from Sarah Moore
from Pauli Ojea
from Elizabeth Plapinger and John Berger
from Ellen Reath
from Tom Reilly and Kevin James
from Heather and Kitt Sawitsky
from Jeanne Maddox Toungara
from Susan, Robert and Megan Vanneman
from Lisa Westerback
from Karen, M.C., & Jerene

Amy Grabel
from Sandy Bailey and Liz Nania
Ann Lovell
from Jan Adrian
Anne Marie Elias & Donna Elias
from Amy Elias Reed
Anne Rosenbaum
from Neshama Franklin
Anne Somsel
from Liz Gersten
Anne Winter
from Katie Dunlap
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from Sandra Coliver
from Barbara Chapin Babbott
from Margaret Babbott
Beth Holman
from Lori and Eric Anders
Betty LaPaix Goldstein
from Lori Polacek
Bonnie Heit
from Herva Bunny Schwartz
Brenda Redman, my mom
from Melissa Justice
Brenda Roth
from Eleanor Barrett
from Sandra Morris
Bridget Hedison
from Karen Hayes
Bridget O Sandburg
from Julie Sandburg Rife
Caitlin Rivers
from Nina Smith
Carmela Masi
from Kaitlin Walker
Carol Hunter
from Gordon Thompson
from Alonzo Valentine
Carole Wheeldon
from Catherine Shaw
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Chryse Glackin
from Madelene DeLeon
Cindy Sharp
from Laurie Litman and Dale Steele
Colleen McDermott
from Lee Ann Slinkard and Maria Morris
Connie Frank
from Leslie Foster and Leslie Frank
Connie Harms and Judee King Harms
from Dona Santo
Deb Mosley
from Tina Connelly
Dede Miller
from Peggy Manfredi
Desi Owens
from Jill C. Israel
Diane Olds
from Kathleen Weitz
Dr. Joshua Friedman
from Gail and Steven Shak
Eileen Hansen
from Denise Wells
Elenore Pred
from Celia E. Callaway
Elenore Pred
from Jesse Gottschalk
from Julia Tower
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Elinor Gelsey
from Gina Caradonna and Gina Gelsey

Jeanette Kerr
from Nene and James Koch

Elizabeth Louis Peele
from Chris Carpenter and Karen JohnsonCarpenter

Jennifer Stodden
from Joseph Queirolo

Ellen Palmer
from Anne Brennan
Emily Caigan
from Helen Cohen and Mark Lipman
Ericka Barrett
from Cynthia Williams
Ethel Lott
from Antoine Devine
Eunice Smith
from Doris and Stanley Long
Frank D. Cardoza
from Lorraine Cardoza
Grace Howe
from Ferol Blaney
from Helen Tonegato
from Theresa Attard
Jacqueline Marsh Charak
from Virginia Wolfe
Jan Stecher
from Audrey H. Webb
Jane Kadner
from Marcia Liberson

Joyce Ambrosini and Sara V. Allison
from Margaret Langston
Judee King
from Linda Kettler
Judi Bari
from Wendy Tanowitz
Judith Marie Wadsworth Helfant
Dfrom avid Benaroya Helfant
Judy Hansen
from Carol Matson
Judy Klein
from Ruth Rosen
Kate Ellen Ocean
from Margaret B. Corkery
Kathi Kamen Goldmark
from Angela Bennett
from Lopa Pal
Kathleen Lewis
from Paula Shivers
Kay Lyou
from Russell G. Worden and Janette R.
Lawrence
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Krista Brandt Calegari
from Donna Hiraga-Stephens and Alan
Stephens
Kristine Nesheim Powell
from Mrs. Elizabeth Simson
Kurt Eisbrenner
from Cathy and John Bair
Leslie Brenner
from Diane and Edwin Bernbaum
Lessle Whitcomp
from Karen Jacques
Lija Gese
from Benjamin Knauss
Lila Bailey
from Susan Zager
Linda Baralt
from Ernest and Mary Baralt
from Susie Goldberg
Linda Brogan
from Donna Brogan
from Linda K. Lamb
from Margo L. Arcanin
from Lita Jans
from Barbara Jans
from Lorene Higgins
from Stacy Weddington
from Loretta Byrd
from Liisa Lyon and John Einstoss
Louis Taub
from Meave O’connor
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Lucy Fischer
from Marylin T. Kelley
from Lucy Sherak
from Hannah and Don Sherak
Lynda K. Rhomberg
from Chris Rhomberg
Marcy Libster
from Rachelle Fox
Margaret Holder
from Rosalie Hewins
Margaret Mann
from Debra Wuebker
Maria Blanco
from Xiomara Blanco
Marilyn Tate
from Keri Marie Tate
Marion Gray
from Deborah Farkas and Mary Faria
Marjorie Lewis
from Barbara Lewis
Martha Price
from Jennie Abbingsole
Mary Ann Tetreault
from Joy Rohde
Mary Margaret Koch
from JoAnn Loulan and Ronny Crawford
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MaryAnn Pedersen
from Cathy Tennant and Virginia Bassi

Paula Lerner
from Deborah Lefkowitz

May Elinson
from Eileen Goldman and Robert Gabriner

Peggy Mann
from Lesley Mann

Melissa Quan and Cynthia Jameson
from Charlotte Jurehn-Lewis

Phillis Winters
from William Winters

Mimi Gray Mimi and Victoria Gray
from Mitzi Lillow
from Linda Lillow

Rita Ann Ordille
from Nola Lorincz

Molly Westrate
from Dolores Dolan
My cousin Sue Claymon
from Harvey and Judy Barnett
My mom
from Carol Keck
My mom, Eleanor
from Ronnie Sandler
Nancy Leventhal
from Joan and Steve Goldblatt
Nancy Pearson & Jamie Rollert
from Kristina Pearson
Norma Peterson
from Cynthia Dorfman
Pat Duncan
from Lynne Armstrong
Pat Stocking Brown
from Bonnie Spanier

Rita Arditti
from Dr. Barbara Rubin, Connie Sturz and
Lynn Archer
from Rose Goldberg
from Lesley Goldberg
Rose L.H. Yang
from Angeline Yang
Ruth B Ronnan, my mother
from Bonnlyn Cobb
Sally Erwin
from Dr. Michelle Mehta
Sandi Edelstein Portnoy
from Lynn B Cooper
Sarah Narosny Marks
from Kathy Marks
Selma Butter
from Marsie Scharlatt
Stella Szterenfeld
from Helen Szterenfeld
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Susan G. Claymon
from Allan W. Claymon and Janet Schloemer
Susan L. Stone
from Ellen Schwerin
Tanya Neiman
from Brett Mangels
Tori Fischer
from Kirsten Commons
Trish Douglass
from Lisa Hartmayer and Lucas French
Valerie Ann Eckles
from Bren Eckles
from Wave Geber
from Mitchell Gillman
Winnie Wilcke
from Lois W. Goggin
Yvonne Bennett
from Trudy Williams
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